
 
 
 

Beyblade 2020 Product Descriptions 
 

BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE STARTER PACKS 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Drop in to victory with BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE tech. Specialized Performance Tips enable tops to climb the 
vertical wall of the BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM, speed along the brink, and drop in on their opponents 
for exciting, high-intensity battles (HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM sold separately. Subject to availability.) Battle on the 
brink to get the drop on your opponent for an epic burst victory (burst rates vary.) HYPERSPHERE STARTER PACKS 
include 1 BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE right/left-spin launcher and 1 BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE TOP (Each sold 
separately. Subject to availability.)  Available at most toy retailers nationwide.  
 
BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE DUAL PACKS 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Drop in to victory with BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE tech. Specialized Performance Tips enable tops to climb the 
vertical wall of the BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM, speed along the brink, and drop in on their opponents 
for exciting, high-intensity battles (BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM sold separately. Subject to availability.) 
Battle on the brink to get the drop on your opponent for epic battle moments! HYPERSPHERE DUAL 
PACKS include 2 BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE TOPS. Available at most toy retailers nationwide. 

  
BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE SINGLE PACKS 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Drop in to victory with BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE tech. Specialized Performance Tips enable tops to climb the 
vertical wall of the BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM, speed along the brink, and drop in on their opponents 
for exciting, high-intensity battles (HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM sold separately. Subject to availability.) Battle on the 
brink to get the drop on your opponent! HYPERSPHERE SINGLE PACKS include 1 BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE 
TOP (Each sold separately. Subject to availability.) Available at most toy retailers nationwide. 

 

BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE VERTICAL DROP BATTLE SET 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $34.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Drop in to victory with BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE tech! HYPERSPHERE VERTICAL DROP BEYSTADIUM consists 
of 3 sections specially designed for exciting BEYBLADE BURST battles. Climb the vertical wall of the BEYSTADIUM to 
reach the brink and gain an edge over your contenders. Then, speed along the brink and drop in to the battle ring for 
head-to-head collisions. Get the drop on your opponents for exciting, high-intensity battles! Includes everything needed 
to battle: BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE VERTICAL DROP BEYSTADIUM, 2 right/left-spin BEYBLADE BURST LAUNCHERS 
and 2 HYPERSPHERE BATTLING TOPS with GT Chips. Available at most toy retailers nationwide. 
 
BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE STADIUM 

(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Drop in to victory with BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE tech! HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM consists of 3 sections specially 
designed for exciting BEYBLADE BURST battles. Climb the vertical wall of the BEYSTADIUM to reach the brink and gain an 
edge over your contenders. Then, speed along the brink and drop in to the battle ring for head-to-head collisions. Get 
the drop on your opponents for exciting, high-intensity battles! Requires BEYBLADE BURST TOPS and launchers to battle 
(Each sold separately. Subject to availability.) To optimize drop-in strategy, battle with HYPERSPHERE TOPS specially 
designed to climb the vertical wall and battle on the brink! Available at most toy retailers nationwide.  
 
BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE VORTEX CLIMB BATTLE SET 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Drop in to victory with BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE tech! HYPERSPHERE VORTEX CLIMB customizable 
Beystadium consists of 4 sections specially designed for exciting BEYBLADE BURST battles. Climb up the ramp to reach 
the Battle Axis and speed up your attack. Gain an edge over your contenders, then drop in from the Brink Plane for 



head-to-head collisions in the Battle Ring. Get the drop on your opponents for exciting, high-intensity battles! Battle Axis 
level is removable for two ways to play. Customize the course of battle, take your strategy to the next level, then drop in 
and battle. Includes everything needed to battle: BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE VORTEX CLIMB customizable 
Beystadium with removable Battle Axis piece, 2 right/left-spin BEYBLADE BURST launchers and 2 HYPERSPHERE battling 
tops with GT Chips. Go head to head with GOLDEN JUDGEMENT DRAGON D5 and PRIME APOCALYPSE A5 HYPERSPHERE 
tops. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 
 

BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE APOCALYPSE BLADE SET 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Launch into a highspeed battle attack with the BEYBLADE BURST APOCALYPSE BLADE LAUNCHER! The right/left-spin 
compatible APOCALYPSE BLADE LAUNCHER is one of the fastest launchers yet released in the BEYBLADE BURST lineup. 
APOCALYPSE BLADE SET includes sword-themed launcher and top designed to drop in to action-packed BEYBLADE 
BURST Battles. Specialized Performance Tip enables the top to climb the vertical wall of the HYPERSPHERE BEYSTADIUM, 
speed along the brink, and drop in on its opponents for exciting, high-intensity battles. (BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE 
BEYSTADIUM Required. Sold separately. Subject to availability.) Drop in for a chance at an epic burst victory with 
COSMIC APOCALYPSE A5 right-spin top! (Burst rates vary.) Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 
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